WORKSHOP PROGRAM

Saturday, October 7

9:00-9:15 OPENING AND OVERVIEW
Nancy Ide (Vassar College, USA)
Martha Palmer (Univ. of Pennsylvania, USA)

9:15-9:45 An Unsupervised Method for Multilingual Word Sense Tagging Using Parallel Corpora
Mona Diab (University of Maryland, USA)

9:45-10:15 Sense Clusters for Information Retrieval: Evidence from SemCor and the EuroWordNet InterLingual Index
Julio Gonzalo, Irina Chugur and Felisa Verdejo (UNED, Spain)

10:15-10:30 COFFEE BREAK

10:30-11:00 Chinese-Japanese Cross Language Information Retrieval: A Han Character Based Approach
Maruf Hasan and Yuji Matsumoto (NARA Inst., Japan)

11:00-11:30 Experiments in Word Domain Disambiguation for Parallel Texts
Bernardo Magnini and Carlo Strapparava (IRST, Italy)

11:30-12:00 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Nancy Ide (Vassar College, USA)
Adam Kilgarriff (ITRI, UK)
Martha Palmer (Univ. of Pennsylvania, USA)
David Yarowsky (Johns Hopkins Univ., USA)

12:00-12:15 SIGLEX Business Meeting